Proposed topics for discussion at the Fourth Forum on Human Rights, Democracy and the Rule of Law

The Institute for Justice and Democracy in Haiti (IJDH) is a U.S.-based human rights non-profit organization that advances recognition of and accountability for human rights in Haiti in partnership with its Haiti-based sister organization, Bureau des Avocats Internationaux (BAI). IJDH and BAI bring together litigation, advocacy, training, and grassroots solidarity to tackle injustice and its root causes.

In response to the Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights (OHCHR) call for input on the topics to be discussed during the fourth session of the Forum on Human Rights, Democracy and the Rule of Law with the theme of “Strengthening democracies to build back better: challenges and opportunities,”1 IJDH recommends the following topics:

1. Challenging the narrow focus on holding elections as the primary – and sometimes exclusive – focus of democratization efforts and instead centering the principle of the democratic social compact: that the government ultimately belongs and is answerable to the governed;
2. Identifying best practices for ensuring that local voices are at the center of strengthening democracy and are not marginalized by either local elites or international actors; and
3. Acknowledging and centering international laws and norms that define and constrain the obligations and responsibilities of the international community when engaging in strengthening democracies, including especially the right to self-determination.

Discussion

IJDH has for many years observed policy-making and participated in advocacy relating to democracy-building and human rights in Haiti. We derive our recommendations from our experience with the policies and practices that have left Haiti facing one of its worst crises to date.2 Specifically, conduct by the international community, even where well-meaning, has been a cause and a driver of what is at this moment a near-total collapse of government in Haiti.3 This includes pressure to hold elections, no matter how flawed;4 interference in their outcomes;5 installation of leaders like Haiti’s current de facto Prime Minister;6 and broader policies that resulted in undermining local government,7 creating cycles of debt and dependence,8 and compromising local economic and social rights.9

We explain each of our resulting recommendations for topics of discussion below.
1. **Develop frameworks for strengthening democracy beyond elections**

Although elections are an important instrument for ensuring that a government reflects the will of the people, they are not the actual substance of democracy. Instead, if elections are held in conditions that fundamentally divorce the act of voting from the goal of a participatory, safe, and equitable process for selecting leaders favored by the people, they are counterproductive to social stability. In Haiti, the international community has at various times sought to insist on elections in circumstances where a credible contest could not take place. At best, such insistence fails to address the structural drivers of democratic instability; at worst, it deepens and exacerbates them. In Haiti, for example, this approach has resulted in a widespread perception that international actors, rather than Haitians, select Haiti’s government; a succession of regimes lacking popular legitimacy that over the past decades have hollowed out Haiti’s democratic institutions to the point where there is no constitutional governance; and a consequent progressive dissolution of the social compact, including as reflected in precipitously reduced voter turnout. IJDH therefore recommends as a topic of discussion the development of explicit frameworks for strengthening democracy that adhere to the core democratic principle of a government owned by the people, rather than the narrower process of elections.

2. **Identify and disseminate best practices for participatory local engagement in strengthening democracy**

It is generally accepted that strengthening democracy requires local leadership and participation. Yet, we have observed in Haiti that local voices are often sidelined in efforts to strengthen democracy, especially where those voices come from marginalized communities. Instead, international actors and local political or economic elites – encouraged and insulated by foreign support – dominate the agenda, process, and substance of related efforts. Accordingly, IJDH recommends as a topic of discussion identifying best practices for ensuring local participation and engagement, especially where there are barriers to such participation for marginalized groups by virtue of geography, literacy, language skills, education, or other factors. IJDH notes without endorsement the existence of frameworks like Beyond Consultations, “a tool to promote more meaningful engagement of women in fragile and conflict-affected states,” which offers some concrete approaches for ensuring that marginalized voices are not merely consulted, but actually reflected in policy-making. These are the types of approaches that should be systematically evaluated, adopted, and incorporated into any efforts to strengthen democracy.

3. **Center rights-based legal and normative framework for international engagement in strengthening democracy**

Even well-meaning engagement by the international community can have deep negative consequences for the long-term stability and legitimacy of democracy if it is not undertaken within a rights-based framework that respects both local rights and international obligations. In
2010, for example, when the Haitian government wanted to postpone elections in the wake of a devastating earthquake that killed at least 200,000 and left more than 1.5 million Haitian homeless, international donors, by threatening to withdraw desperately needed aid, forced through a deeply flawed contest that international actors further manipulated at the runoffs stage. This was the starting point of a decade of rule by illegitimate governments that hollowed out Haiti’s democratic institutions. And it took place against a long history of extractive, neocolonialist interference by international actors that violated Haitian rights. By disregarding Haitian rights to self-determination and corresponding international obligations to respect the human rights and dignity of the population in delivering assistance, the international community not only betrayed its own values and legal obligations, but also gravely undermined Haiti’s democracy even as it purported to bolster it.

Effective democracy-strengthening instead requires respecting the human rights of the affected population, including especially the rights to self-determination and sovereignty, as well as basic civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights of the local population. The laudable motivation to assist does not remove from the international community legal and normative obligations to do so within a rights-based framework. To the extent the international community violates its obligations or infringes on the human rights of the local population, it must further adhere to the legal requirement for accountability and restitution. It is thus also important to consider how to engage in strengthening human rights, democracy, and the rule of law in a manner that incorporates clear complaint mechanisms that are accessible, easily used, and capable of offering concrete compensation where appropriate. Based on these observations, IJDH recommends as a topic of discussion identifying, endorsing, and centering the legal and normative obligations of international actors when engaging in strengthening democracy.

* * *

We thank you for your consideration of these recommendations. IJDH is available to provide further information and input upon request and to participate in any discussions.
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